
We are trusted in the industry. This trust has built up over 
the last 30 years and as one consultant put it, Hydratec 
are one of the most honest companies they have ever 
dealt with. We are proud of our reputation.
When you need a difficult job done call us. We have been 
involved with many of the most high profile hydraulic 
projects over the years, with a background of getting the 
job done even on the most problematic sites.

Why Hydratec?

Hydratec have a thorough knowledge of parts compatibility, new product specification and availability. 
These combined with our modernisation experience 
help to protect margins and deliver your project on time 
and to budget.

Hydraulic Lift Modernisation

Acting as lift installers for your team, we can undertake 
the entire hydraulic lift installation, supplying all of 
the equipment including:

• Choice of hydraulic system packages• Bespoke cars• Controllers
• Signalisation
• Landing and shaft equipment

Hydraulic Lift Installation 

Customer overview
Hydratec is a privately-owned specialist lift hydraulic service, maintenance and 
modernisation company. Operating from offices in Yateley, Hampshire, they employ 
field-based engineering staff to undertake on-site subcontract work for virtually all 
of the UK’s leading lift companies and hold the status of being one of the leading 
specialists in their industry.

The objective
In 2010, Austin Marketing were commissioned to produce a new website, the first of 
four (2010, 2016, 2019 & 2023) that we have produced during our ongoing and lasting 
relationship. As part of our initial work, we were also asked to improve their visual 
identity and produce a company brochure.

Our work
Having been appointed as Hydratec’s chosen Full Service Agency, we work closely with 
them on both strategic and marketing projects. Typical of this was the introduction, 
planning, naming and launch of Hydratec smart, a full replacement solution for the 
equipment used in hydraulic lifts, to the market.  Over time, we have produced a wide 
range of internal and external documents including training manuals, brochures and 
presentations. We have also advised, designed and managed the company’s bespoke 
exhibition presence at LIFTEX, which is held at London’s ExCeL Centre.

“Austin Marketing is very flexible and has pulled things out of the bag for us when we have changed things at 
the last minute. I cannot speak highly enough of Austin Marketing and David’s team, and cannot fault their 
professionalism and dedication to client satisfaction.” 
 
Rob Keane, Managing Director 

Services Provided
• Marketing Consultation & Strategy
• Graphic Design
• Copywriting
• Photography
• Print Production
• Full Website Management
• SEO
• Web Design & Development
• Social Media
• Exhibition Stand Design & Graphics
• Vehicle livery 
• Event Management
• Email Marketing
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Above: New website and six page roll-fold flyer

Main: Exhibition design, branding development 
and leaflet design

Thank you 
for your business

Our Anniversary YearProudly serving our clients since 1993
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• On-site service and repairs• Refurbishment of hydraulic lifts• Partial to complete modernisation of hydraulic lifts
• Installations of new hydraulic lifts• Contract Maintenance Programmes• Hydratec Smart modular modernisations with multiple 

controller options including Bucher, Blain, GMV
• SMARTPAC option with ALGI and NEWLIFT• Bespoke systems designed and installed• Valve conversions and upgrades • Hydraulic lift consultancy• Lift testing • Supply of parts and equipment from O rings to 

complete systems

Hydratec services include:

Hydratec have partnered with two of the industry’s leading independent lift equipment manufacturers to pro-

duce the Hydratec ‘smart’. This new range of low energy integrated hydraulic modernisation packages has 

been designed specifically to allow easy system configuration to suit end user requirements. As a result the 

‘smart’ range provides lift companies with the ideal EN81-20 hydraulic modernisation solution. Using the ad-

vanced Lester Controls Almega II lift controller across all three versions, the options are: 

Repair  Modernisation  SupplyHydratec smart A range of low energy integrated hydraulic 
modernisation packages

 3yearWarranty
All Hydratec smart modular lift packages come 
with a 3 year parts warrantyTerms & Conditions apply please see our website for details

BS EN  ISO  9001:2008BS EN  ISO14001:2004  BS OHSAS 18001:2007

smartThe standard closed loop drive system with the benefit of  a soft start

ecosmartThe VVVF drive  in up direction only with current limited option

ecosmart+The VVVF drive for both up and down directionsEach basic system comprises the power unit, controller, shaft wiring & 

limit package, Car Top Control and CEDES shaft encoder. The system 

is designed with ‘plug and play’ wiring to reduce installation times by 

up to 50%. 
Shaft positioning is taken care of by the Lester Controls APS (CEDES) 

Absolute Positioning System and uses advanced infrared optical 

sensor technology. Like the rest of the smart system, it was chosen to 

be virtually maintenance free.The system’s ALMEGA II EN81-20 lift controller is also manufactured 

by Lester Controls, whilst the high quality iValve drive is from Bucher 

Hydraulics. Chosen for its ability to self-adjust and optimise the ride, 

the iValve delivers excellent performance with only minimal input from 

the installer.

Intelligent electronics within the iValve ensure ride quality is not com-

promised by heat or load, unlike most mechanical valves on the 

market. The iValve’s intelligent learning also reduces the likelihood of 

user complaints due to floor levelling and ride quality problems.
Whilst some valves require the addition of extra pressure switches

that clutter up the valve with add-on fittings and adaptors, the iValve

does not. Pressure sensing is included within the valve, with extra

pressure switching points added via an additional parameter card. All 

the installer needs to do is plug in and configure the parameter card 

with the Hand Terminal provided on all smart systems.With an integrated A3 solution, the iValve has no need for additional 

safety valves, which induce pressure drops. The smart range of modernisation packages uses the same ALMEGA 

II controller, with minor changes to the interface for the different drive 

systems. This gives clients with multiple sites the opportunity to 

standardise the system across their portfolio. The same basic valve, 

be that for a standard or VF drive, allows lift engineers to become 

familiar with one single product, with the knowledge that spares and 

technical support are readily available here in the UK.An industry leading 3 year component warranty as standard means 

that by installing our system you have made the smart choice.


